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Taking inspiration from the philosophical and sociological speculation by Zygmunt Bauman (Bauman Z., Liquid 

modernity, Polity Press, Cambridge, 2000), a new paradigm for optical microscopy is proposed in terms of design, 

implementation and applications. Current advances in optical microscopy (Diaspro A., van Zandvoort M.A.M.J. (eds) 

Super-resolution Imaging in Biomedicine, CRC press, 2016), related to the accessibility of data at the nanoscale in 

living systems or in matter physics studies, made super resolved microscopy, label free approaches, time and space 

encoding and decoding strategies, single molecule imaging and tracking approaches impregnated with a liquidity 

capable of condensing in itself the most significant aspects of the status of the art: a dimension in which the lasting 

gives way to the transient, the need to the discovery, and the necessity to the utility. So far, the new paradigm for 

microscopy is the one I refer here discussing the design and implementation of a  liquid tuneable microscope. A 

microscope follows a well-established series of rules when “interacting” with a known or (better) unknown sample and 

related open questions.  Adaptive optics microscopy and controlled light exposure microscopy are a kind of exception, 

here the microscope is influenced by the sample properties for adjusting its way of functioning while forming an image. 

In a certain sense, sample properties change the image formation scenario in a FRET experiment or, at large, in a super 

resolved fluorescence microscopy scenario like the one implemented by STED or PALM (Diaspro A., Circumventing 

the diffraction limit, Il Nuovo Saggiatore, 2014). The Liquid Tuneable Microscopy perspective is related to the 

integration of gated STED, light sheet microscopy, image scanning microscopy, expansion microscopy and label free 

“new” approaches in a unique architecture. Three different directions will be also discussed, namely: i) intrinsic 

fluorescence of biological macromolecules; II) label free unlimited super resolved microscopy exploiting the saturation 

of the absorption states of the molecules under investigation within a pump-probe temporal window, non linear 

interactions including multi photon excitation and high-order harmonic generation; iii) label free microscopy based on 

Mueller and Jones matrix signatures coming from angular scattering processes and exploiting differential polarisation 

interactions and refractive index mismatches in the VIS-IR regions (Diaspro A. et al, Polarized Light Scattering of 

Nucleosomes and Polynucleosomes: in Situ and in Vitro Studies, IEEE Trans. Biomedical Engineering, 1991; 

Mazumder N., Diaspro A. et al, Mueller matrix signature in advanced fluorescence microscopy imaging,  J. Opt, 2017).  

Such converging technologies will form the liquid tuneable microscope that will be able to compete in terms of spatial 

resolution and analytical capacity  with the electron microscope. It is liquid because it overlaps in an efficient and 

optimised way different mechanisms of contrast and it is tuneable because it offers a real time tuneability in terms of 

spatial and temporal resolution like a radio tuned on the preferred radio station. It is smart because is able to adapt its 

architecture to the current scientific question and is open to additional light-matter interaction modules. The liquid 

tuneable microscope will find its application in deciphering how macromolecular complexes dynamically change in 

structure and transiently interact each other to perform the vital functions of a cell towards  the understanding human 

diseases (Diaspro A., Proceedings SPIE, 2017). 
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